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ABOUT THE COMPANY

Curious Cat Books is a small independent publishing house; it has been carefully designed
to meet the needs of new writers looking to produce their debut titles.
 
CCB hopes to prevent authors from feeling lost or overwhelmed by the industry by 
offering straightforward advice alongside professionalism and affordability. This is based 
on the experiences of its founder, bestselling author E. Rachael Hardcastle, who self-
published for the first time in 2010.
 
Now, publishing a book in 2021 doesn't have to be complicated or expensive—with the 
correct tools and guidance, we can maintain more creative control and see higher royalties 
in exchange for our hard work.
 
Curious Cat Books encourages writers to invest passion and hope into their manuscripts. 
This small but energetic company promises a personal service—always there to cheer you 
on.

ABOUT THE FOUNDER

E. Rachael Hardcastle is an Amazon international no.1 bestselling author from Bradford, 
West Yorkshire in the UK. She has diplomas in Successful Self-Publishing and Journal 
Therapy, alongside a university Business Studies qualification and many other writing-
related achievements.
 
Rachael is also a trained copy-editor and publishing coach, and now runs Curious Cat 
Books, an indie publishing house designed to help overwhelmed debut authors. She is also
now the manager of the upcoming anonymous wellbeing blogger, 'Girlboss.Guru' 
(launching 1st Sept 2021).

"As a speculative fiction author, I believe in entertaining my readers by offering a 
temporary escape from reality. Whilst I aspire to write fun, addictive adventures with 
characters my readers can relate to, I need to write meaningful and emotive stories 
alongside them to explore the depths of what it is be human—in doing so, I can encourage
people to also look within.

I feel through writing we face our darkest fears, explore infinite new worlds and realise 
our true purpose. Creative writing helps me to understand what my purpose is."
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CURRENT AUTHORS

[b] Bestselling 

Author Genre Title/s

Peter Kay Travel Memoir Show Me the Way to Santiago
Alanna Betambeau [b] Pre-School Fiction Brother Butterfly

The Singing Snail [b]
The Noisy Fairy Neighbours

Suzie Moone Pre-School Fiction Patacake Cat
Carol Mace Pre-School Fiction The Terrific Trip of Douglas Drip
David Hardcastle [b] Middle-Grade Humour Bluetooth & the World Wide Web [b]
John Brookes Middle-Grade Christian Henry
E. Rachael Hardcastle [b] Speculative Fiction Noah Finn & the Art of Suicide [b]

Noah Finn & the Art of Conception
Finding Pandora: The Complete Collection [b]
Aeon Infinitum: Run For Your Life [b]
The Universe Doesn't Give A Sh*t About Your Book
Bluetooth & the World Wide Web [b]

Adam Cornish Pre-School Fiction Ghost Gutterfly

UPCOMING AUTHORS

Author Genre Title/s

Kier McGuinness Horror Generation Dead
Tom Slack High Fantasy - title TBC -

AVAILABILITY & ORDERING

All Curious Cat Books titles can be ordered through Ingram or Gardners in the UK. They 
are available internationally in various formats across a wide selection of popular retailers.

UK retailers can log in free of charge and order stock via Ingram ipage, which includes 
full title information, images, availability and more. 
For free delivery, visit www.ingramcontent.com/ipage. 

Curious Cat Books is also happy to accept orders direct through 
curiouscatbooks@outlook.com and these copies can be signed in advance.

CCB titles are currently only available in English.
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CURRENT TITLES

Show Me the Way to Santiago (1st Edition)
RRP: £17.99
Paperback: 472 pages / Gloss cover
Author: Peter Kay
Genre: Travel Memoir (YA+)
ISBN-10: 0957490526 | ISBN-13 : 978-0957490529
Dimensions: 12.7 x 2.41 x 20.32 cm (5x8”)

Includes the author's full-colour photographs and hand-drawn 
maps of the route. In aid of the MNDA.

About the Book
Each year, thousands of people walk the various pilgrim routes
to Santiago de Compostela in North west Spain.

This book is about the author's personal pilgrimage, following 
the less frequently travelled route of the Via de La Plata from 
Seville to Santiago, a distance of 1,006 kilometres.

It’s also about the people he met along the way,  their  stories,
adventures  together  and  most  of  all,  the most  valuable  of
commodities which seem so undervalued these days: humanity
and friendship.

Available

Henry (1st Edition)
RRP: £4.99
Paperback: 24 pages / Gloss cover
ISBN-10: 1999968859 | ISBN-13: 978-1999968854
Genre: Christian Values/Short Story/Birds
Reading age: 5 - 10 years (Middle-Grade)
Dimensions: 10.8 x 0.18 x 17.78 cm (4.25x7”)
Full-colour illustrations by Natalie Stead

About the Book

Henry the magpie thinks he's the toughest bird ever. In fact, he's a
bit of a bully. 

Will  he  face  his  fears  for  friendship  and  save  Maggie  from the
plastic bag?

Available
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The Terrific Trip of Douglas Drip (1st Edition)
RRP: £6.99
Paperback: 26 pages / Gloss cover
Author: Carol Mace
Genre: Pre-School Picture Book/Weather/Environment
ISBN-10: 1527252434 | ISBN-13: 978-1527252431
Dimensions : 20.32 x 0.18 x 25.4 cm (8x10”)
Full-colour illustrations by Beth Yates

About the Book

'The sun shone down on the sea one day,
where the white and orange clownfish lay.
Seahorses swam in their undersea caves,
A silent world beneath the waves.
Almost invisible white mist appeared,
out of the sea and it looked really weird!'

Ever wondered how rain is made? Follow Douglas Drip on his 
adventure through the water cycle to see where he will end up!

Available

Aeon Infinitum: Run For Your Life
RRP: £7.99
Paperback: 254 Pages / Gloss cover
ISBN-10: 1999968824 | ISBN-13: 978-1999968823
Author: E. Rachael Hardcastle
Genre: YA Science Fiction/Post-Apocalyptic/Dystopian
Dimensions: 12.7 x 1.47 x 20.32 cm (5x8”)

About the Book

Can you survive the Harmony Grid? 
Daemon Czar has activated the Harmony Grid, and the people 
of Titan are panicking.

Ever since the meteor NORA struck the planet, plunging what 
remains of Earth into six months of darkness, the human race 
has survived in Titan, a purpose-built underground ark.

Eden, Elvandra and Ginny are thrust together in their fight for 
survival as they cross a post-apocalyptic world in search of a 
newer, better sanctuary.

But with the darkness comes freezing temperatures, an 
unexpected war with the banished, and hungry, crazed mutants 
who aren't quite what they seem.

Available
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Noah Finn & the Art of Suicide
RRP: £6.99
Paperback: 164 Pages / Gloss cover
ISBN-10: 1999968816 | ISBN-13: 978-1999968816
Author: E. Rachael Hardcastle
Genre: Adult Visionary/Metaphysical Novella
Series: Noah Finn Novellas (Book 1)
Dimensions: 10.8 x 0.97 x 17.78 cm (4.25x7”)

About the Book

Noah Finn is about to commit suicide. 
He's standing on the roof of the World Trade Center's north 
tower when American Airlines Flight 11 crashes into the 
building. 

Greeted by a man who calls himself Christopher Saint on a 
NYC subway train, Noah must learn seven lessons for the right 
to choose his afterlife. 

It's 08:46 am.

And Noah Finn no longer wants to die.

Available

Noah Finn & the Art of Conception (1st Edition)
RRP: £6.99
Paperback: 188 Pages / Gloss cover
ISBN-10: 1999968861 | ISBN-13: 978-1999968861 
Author: E. Rachael Hardcastle
Genre: Adult Visionary/Metaphysical Novella
Series: Noah Finn Novellas (Book 2)
Dimensions: 10.8 x 1.09 x 17.78 cm  (4.25x7”)

About the Book

There are two things Maria Shephard knows for sure at this 
moment. There is no God. She will die on Christmas Day.

Marshal Shephard, the man in the passenger seat, isn't moving 
or speaking. But he's looking directly at her. There are flashing 
lights in Maria's peripheral vision. A voice asks if she can move 
her legs.

She hates that she can't. She hates that she's still here.

Noah Finn checks his watch. It's almost time...

Available
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Finding Pandora: The Complete Collection
RRP: £15.99
Paperback : 561 pages / Gloss cover
Author: E. Rachael Hardcastle
Series: Finding Pandora (includes 4 novels)
Genre: High Fantasy/Greek Mytholofy/Supernatural
ISBN-10: 1999968808 | ISBN-13: 978-1999968809
Reading age: 13 - 18 years (YA)
Dimensions: 12.7 x 3.58 x 20.32 cm (5x8”)

Includes bonus material.

About the Book

Arriette Monroe never expected to be thrust into the heart of 
supernatural chaos, nor did she deem herself worthy of four 
incredible gifts. But when she hears the legendary Pandora's box
has been reopened, putting the human race at risk of extinction, 
Arriette and her friends begin a quest to find and protect it from 
Haeylo's most powerful Everlast, Falkon Lou.

Although Arriette thinks she's walking pandemonium, the 
Recruit think she's their saviour...And they're willing to prove it.

Available

Brother Butterfly (2nd Edition)
RRP: £6.99
Paperback: 34 pages / Gloss cover
Author: Alanna Betambeau
Full-colour illustrations by Philippa Burnard
ISBN-10: 1916359124 | ISBN-13: 978-1916359123
Reading age: 5 - 7 years (pre-school)
Dimensions: 20.32 x 0.23 x 25.4 cm

Please note the 1st edition is no longer in print.

About the Book

Brothers Charlie and Percy are confused when the other 
caterpillars in their oak tree begin acting strangely.

One by one, the caterpillars disappear in the middle of the night.

Will Charlie and Percy be able to keep themselves safe, or will 
they disappear, too?

Available
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Bluetooth & the World Wide Web (1st Edition)
RRP: £7.99
Paperback: 154 pages / Gloss cover
Author: David Hardcastle and E. Rachael Hardcastle
Full-colour illustrations by Christine Martin
ISBN-10: 1999968832 | ISBN-13: 978-1999968830
Reading age : 9 - 12 years
Genre: Middle-Grade Humour/Insects/Technology
Dimensions: 10.8 x 0.84 x 17.78 cm (4.25x7”)

About the Book 

Simon Ranchilla is being bullied by the grasshoppers in his 
class; he's the only insect in his school with a blue fang.
But when their connection to the World Wide Web is attacked by
WASP, Simon suddenly discovers his fang has an amazing 
ability. 

With the help of his dentist, a mechanic, and a grumpy old flea, 
Simon and his friends set off on a mission to save their 
community!

Available

The Universe Doesn't Give A Sh*t About Your 
Book: A Brutally Honest Guide to Self-
Publishing (1st Edition)
Paperback RRP: £9.99 ? Hardback RRP: £15.99
Paperback : 186 pages / Matte cover
Author: E. Rachael Hardcastle
Genre: Non-Fiction/Writing Reference/Publishing
ISBN-10: 1999968875 | ISBN-13: 978-1999968878
Dimensions : 12.7 x 1.19 x 20.29 cm (5x8”)

Hardcover: 180 pages / Gloss dust jacket & blue cloth
ISBN-10: 1999968840 | ISBN-13 : 978-1999968847
Dimensions: 15.24 x 1.42 x 22.86 cm (6x9”)

About the Book 

If you need help with your book-perhaps you're not sure what 
independent publishing is all about, or you're feeling 
overwhelmed-you've certainly come to the right place! E. 
Rachael Hardcastle offers her insight in The Universe Doesn't 
Give A Sh*t About Your Book, teaching you the basics of self-
editing, formatting and marketing your debut book.

Whether you're already an established author or you're just 
starting out... Rachael can help, and she wants you to know 
you're not alone on your journey to success.

Paperback: available for 
Pre-Order

Hardback : available
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The Noisy Fairy Neighbours (1st Edition)
RRP: £6.99
Paperback: 32 pages / Gloss cover
Author: Alanna Betambeau
Full-colour illustrations by Katarina Vintrafors
ISBN-10: 1916359175 | ISBN-13: 978-1916359178
Reading age: Baby - 6 years
Genre: Pre-School Picture/Magical/Fairies
Dimensions: 20.29 x 0.23 x 25.4 cm (8x10”)

About the Book 

Belle is very excited when her parents give her a beautiful fairy 
door for her birthday.

With a sprinkle of magic, Belle soon finds herself with some 
new, rather noisy, fairy neighbours!

Available

The Ghost Butterfly (1st Edition)
RRP: £6.99
Paperback: 38 pages / Gloss cover
Author: Adam Cornish
Full-colour illustrations by Rachel Batislaong
ISBN-10: 1999968891 | ISBN-13: 978-1999968892
Reading age: Baby - 5 years
Genre: Pre-School Fiction/Ghosts/Friendships
Dimensions: 21.59 x 0.25 x 21.59 cm (8.5x8.5”)

About the Book

I flicker, I flash, I flutter so high.
I tumble, I fall, in the corner of your eye.

Can you follow my movements?
I dare you to try.

Have you ever been visited
by a Ghost Butterfly?

Available
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The Singing Snail (1st Edition)
RRP: £6.99
Paperback : 34 pages / Gloss cover
Author: Alanna Betambeau
Genre: Pre-school Picture/Insects
ISBN-10: 1916359140 | ISBN-13: 978-1916359147
Reading age: Baby - 5 years
Dimensions: 20.29 x 0.23 x 25.4 cm (8x10”)
Full-colour illustrations by Gary Mant

About the Book

Simon is desperate to join the snail  choir and compete in the
annual Garden Proms. 

After  a  disastrous  audition,  Simon  is  forced  to  make  a  bold
decision that changes the Proms forever!

Available

Patacake Cat (1st Edition)
RRP: estimated £6.99
Paperback: 24 pages / Gloss cover
Author: Suzie Moone
Genre: Pre-school Picture/Animals/Cats
ISBN-10: 1999968885 | ISBN-13: 978-1999968885 
Reading Age: Pre-school
Dimensions: 8.5x11”
Full-colour illustrations by Sarah Painting

About the Book

Patacake  suits  his  lazy life  as  the  baker's  cat.  But,  when his
struggling human Gus calls on Patacake for help in the bakery,
can he save the day? 

A warm,  charming fable  about  loyalty and friendship,  with a
sprinkling of magic, sugar and stars.  

Coming Soon for Pre-Order
Date TBC (2021)

CONTACT CURIOUS CAT BOOKS 

For links to the author websites and social media platforms, please visit:
www.curiouscatbooks.co.uk 
www.erachaelhardcastle.com 

Alternatively, you can find CCB at: 
www.facebook.com/curiouscatbooks 
www.instagram.com/curiouscatbooks 
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